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The story “the Fire of Inamura” became

well known after 2004 Giant tsunami

 by ADDRN



Puppet play on ‘the fire of Inamura’ are

also played.

Dr. Catfish explains on tsunami

after the play



But

The importance of earthquake-resistant
buildings should also be informed.

2005.10.8  North Pakistan earthquake (Mw7.6)

Puppet play on Earthquake-resistant houses!

Made of straw

Made of

wooden sticks

Based on the tale of ‘Three little pigs’

Made of

bricks

Bricks >> Wooden stick >> Straw for WolvesStraw ~ Wood > Brick  for Strong Earthquakes



A little pig and a wolf build their own houses.

Players and the Story by M. Koda

Their parents ordered them to build their own houses,

saying “ You are old enough to have your own house.”

A little pig who is

careful for building

houses

A wolf who is

easy-going.

The pig asked for advises

to wise animals

The owl tells the pig how to

build houses with earthquake-

resistance using braces.

The mole tells him where to

built the house, and

recommends a place with

strong ground rather than soft

ground.



The wolf soon builds his house on a soft

ground without braces

He is satisfied with a good-looking house.

The pig built a house

with elaboration

He also satisfied with a

good-looking and safe

house.



An earthquake hit their

houses at the night.

The first play is presented in Yokohama.

NHK TV news



The play is followed by a short lecture.

Advantage of the Story

! Flexible story that can be applicable for
different countries

! Interchangeable without changing main story.

!Following cultural an religious background.

!Pig & wolf  >>>

!Wooden house >> house with bricks

!Owls & moles >>


